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Abstract—This paper presents power aware hardware im-
plementation of multiclass Support Vector Machine on FPGA
using systolic array architecture. It uses Partial reconfiguration
schemes of XILINX for power optimal implementation of the
design. Systolic array architecture provides efficient memory
management, reduced complexity, and efficient data transfer
mechanisms. Multiclass support vector machine is used as clas-
sifier for facial expression recognition system, which identifies
one of six basic facial expressions such as smile, surprise, sad,
anger, disgust, and fear. The extracted parameters from training
phase of the SVM are used to implement testing phase of the
SVM on the hardware. In the architecture, vector multiplication
operation and classification of pairwise classifiers is designed. A
data set of Cohn Kanade database in six different classes is used
for training and testing of proposed SVM. This architecture is
then partially reconfigured using difference based approach with
the help of XILINX EDA tools. For feature classification power
reduction is achieved using reconfiguration.

Index Terms—SVM, dynamic partial reconfiguration, systolic
array.

I. INTRODUCTION

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a powerful machine-

learning tool, introduced by Cortes and Vapnik [1]. SVMs are

based on the concept of decision planes that define decision

boundaries. A decision plane is one that separates between

a set of objects having different class memberships. Due

to their high classification accuracy rates, in many cases it

outperforms well established classification algorithms such as

neural networks. Software implementations of SVMs yield

high accuracy rates but, they cannot efficiently meet real-

time requirements of embedded applications. Hence, SVM

hardware architectures emerged as a potential solution to

achieve real-time performance. The majority of these emerging

architectures is directed towards specific applications and

cannot be easily modified to adapt in other scenarios. A

significant advantage of SVMs is that whilst neural networks

can suffer from multiple local minima, the solution to an SVM

is global and unique. Two more advantages of SVMs are that

that have a simple geometric interpretation and give a sparse

solution. Unlike neural network, the computational complexity

of SVMs does not depend on the dimensionality of the input

space. Neural network use empirical risk minimization, whilst

SVMs use structural risk minimization.

Hardware implementation of any design has its own signifi-

cant advantages, especially for Image Processing applications,

where size of image matrices is quite large. For software

implementation, the total simulation and synthesis time are

very large, hence hardware implementation is required. Litera-

ture suggests that existing general-purpose SVM architectures

do not scale well in terms of required hardware resources,

complexity, data transfer (wiring) and memory management,

primarily because of two important constraints; the number of

support vectors (SVs) and their dimensionality. An SVM with

a small number of SVs, requires only a few computational

modules, however, several applications may require a large

number of high dimensional SVs. As such, a general-purpose

SVM architecture with a large number of modules faces design

challenges such as fan-out and routing, increased complexity,

and other performance limitations. An efficient SVM architec-

ture needs to be scalable, provide real-time performance, and

be easy to design and implement.

Normally, SVM classifies data into two classes. But we have

extended it for six classes using One versus All approach of

SVM in which six classifiers are constructed during training.

While testing for unknown sample, the class for which the

classifier gives highest value of decision function, will be

declared as the class of unknown. We classify facial expression

into one of the six basic facial expression such as smile,

surprise, sad, anger, disgust, fear using six class SVM. Simple

hardware architecture for implementation of multiclass SVM

classifiers on FPGA is presented. In MATLAB, SVM is trained

for six classes, and the extracted parameters are used to

implement SVM on the hardware. In the architecture, kernel

operation and classification of pairwise classifiers is designed.

Cohn Kanade database which consists of image sequences of

different facial expressions is used for training and testing of

SVM. Difference based approach of partial reconfiguration is

applied to this design with the help of EDA tools by XILINX.

The technique presented in this paper depict that after

reconfiguration, power (static as well as dynamic) is reduced

by a significant amount. Though the work has been done

targeting Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA, the method is general enough

to be applied on any FPGA featuring Partial Run Time

Reconfiguration (PRTR).

This paper briefly explains feature classification using SVM

in section II. In the same section we explain basic principles

of SVM and how we are using SVM as classifier for facial

expression recognition system. Section III provides a brief

overview of other hardware implementations of SVM. Our

architecture is presented in section IV. Results are presented
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in section V. Finally section VI provide conclusions and future

work.

II. FEATURE CLASSIFICATION USING SVM

A. Support Vector Machine

Basically SVM is a binary classifier that classifies data into

two classes. During the training phase it constructs separating

hyperplanes between training samples of two classes, labeled

as +1 and -1. The separating hyperplane that best separates

the two classes is called the maximum-margin hyperplane

and forms the decision boundary for classification. The data

samples that lie at the boundary of each class are called support

vectors (SVs). During the testing phase only support vectors

are involved in the computation. When two data classes are

not linearly separable, a kernel function is used to project data

to a higher dimensional space (feature space), where linear

classification is possible. This is known as the kernel trick

and allows an SVM to solve nonlinear problems.

An n-dimensional pattern x has n coordinates, x =
(x1,x2, .........,xn), where each xi ∈ R for i = 1,2, ......,n. Each

pattern x j belongs to a class yi ∈ {−1,+1}. Consider a

training set T of m patterns together with their classes, T =
{(x1,y1),(x2,y2), ..........,(xm,ym)}. Consider a dot product

space S in which the patterns x are embedded, x1,x2, .......xm ∈
S. Any hyperplane in the space S can be written as

{x ∈ S | w·x+b = 0}, w∈S, b∈R (1)

The dot product w·x is defined by

w·x =
n

∑
i=1

wixi (2)

A hyperplane w·x+b = 0 can be denoted as a pair (w, b). A

training set of patterns is linearly separable if at least one linear

classifier exists defined by the pair (w, b), which correctly

classifies all training patterns. All patterns from class +1 are

located in the space region defined by w·x+ b > 0, and all

patterns from class -1 are located in the space region defined

by w·x+b < 0. Using the linear classifier defined by the pair

(w, b), the class of a pattern xk is determined with

class(xk) =

{
+1 if w·x+b > 0

−1 if w·x+b < 0

}
(3)

The distance from a point x to the hyperplane defined by (w,

b) is

d(x ; w,b) =
| w·x+b |
‖ w ‖ (4)

where ‖ w ‖is the norm of vector w. Of all the points on the

hyperplane, one has the minimum distance dmin to the origin

dmin =
| b |
‖ w ‖ (5)

We consider the patterns from the class -1 that satisfy the

equality w · x + b = −1 and that determine the hyperplane

H1, the distance between the origin and the hyperplane H1

is equal to | −1−b | / ‖ w ‖ . Similarly, the patterns from the

class +1 satisfy the equality w ·x+b =−1 and that determine

the hyperplane H2. the distance between the origin and the

hyperplane H2 is |+1−b | / ‖ w ‖ . Hyperplanes H, H1, and

H2 are parallel and no training patterns are located between

hyperplanes H1 and H2. So the margin of linear classifier H is

2/‖w‖. The optimum separation hyperplane conditions can be

formulated into the following expression that represents a lin-

ear SVM, minimize f (x) = ‖w‖2

2 with the constraints gi(x) =
yi(w ·xi +b)−1≥ 0, i = 1, ......,m. The optimization problem

represents the minimization of a quadratic function under

linear constraints (quadratic programming). A convenient way

to solve constrained minimization problems is by using a La-

grangian function. When the Lagrange function is introduced,

a Lagrange multiplier λi is assigned to each training pattern

via the constraints gi(x). The training patterns from the SVM

solution that have λi > 0 represent the support vectors. The

training patterns that have λi = 0 are not important in obtaining

the SVM model, and they can be removed from training

without any effect on the SVM solution. After training, the

classifier is ready to predict the class membership for new

patterns, different from those used in training. The class of a

pattern xk is determined with

class (xk) =

{
+1 i f w ·xk +b > 0

−1 i f w ·xk +b < 0

}
(6)

Therefore, the classification of new patterns depends only on

the sign of the expression w·x+ b. To predict new patterns

without computing the vector w explicitly we will use the

support vectors from the training set and the corresponding

values of the Lagrange multipliers λi.

class (xk) = sign

(
m

∑
i=1

λiyixi ·xk +b

)
(7)

Patterns that are not support vectors do not influence the

classification of new patterns. To classify a new pattern xk,

it is only necessary to compute the dot product between xk
and every support vector.

Some common kernels include [2]:

1) Linear : K(�x,�z) = (�x.�z)
2) Polynomial : K(�x,�z) = (1+(�x.�z))d

3) Sigmoid : K(�x,�z) = tanh((�x,�z)+θ)
4) Radial Basis Function :K(�x,�z) = exp(||(�x−�z)||2/(2σ2))

Binary SVM can be modified for Multiclass classification

using following approaches:

1) One Vs One : This method constructs K(K−1)/2 clas-

sifiers. Classifier i j, named f i j, is trained using all the

patterns from class i as positive instances, all the patterns

from class j as negative instances, and disregarding the

rest. When classifying a new instance each one of the

base classifiers casts a vote for one of the two classes

used in its training. The class which get maximum votes,

will be declared as a class of new instance.

2) One Vs All : OVA method constructs K binary clas-

sifiers. Classifier i is trained using all the patterns of

class i as positive instances and the patterns of the other

classes as negative instances. Test sample is classified in

the class whose corresponding classifier has the highest

output.
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B. Facial expression recognition System

In this system we are using Viola Jones algorithm for

face detection and Candide wire frame model, and active

appearance model for tracking facial expressions in image

sequences and SVM for classification. The first frame of the

image sequence is assumed to be of neutral facial expression

and last frame corresponds to full facial expression. After face

detection, Candide wire frame model is fitted on face image of

first frame. Candide model has 113 vertices and 184 triangles.

In the subsequent frames as the facial expressions changes,

animation parameters of the model will change and model

deforms. When we reach to last frame of image sequence,

which corresponds to full facial expression, model will be fully

deformed. Difference between the model vertices coordinates

of first frame and last frame is given as input to SVM [3].

Only geometrical information is given as input to SVM, no

texture information is required. Out of 113 vertices only 60

vertices are contributing to facial expressions. So we consider

coordinates of only these 60 vertices, in order to reduce the

dimensions of the vectors to 60×2 = 120.

The training phase of SVM produced the following data.

Table I
NUMBER OF SUPPORT VECTORS FOR EACH CLASS

S.
No.

Facial
Expres-
sion

No of
Training
Samples

No of
Support
Vectors

Bias
Values

1 Smile 25 24 -2.6214
2 Surprise 25 7 -9.3837
3 Sad 21 12 -0.7933
4 Anger 20 26 -3.1861
5 Disgust 23 36 -1.8676
6 Fear 21 87 -0.9999

Class of any test image can be found out by (8), where

K(xi,xk) represent the kernel function. We use polynomial

Kernel given by (9)

Decision Function D(�x) = sign

(
m

∑
i=1

αiyiK(�x,�si)+b

)
(8)

K(�x,�si) = (1+�x.�si)
d (9)

Here �s represents the support vector (which

is independently a column vector) of dimension

120× (no of support vectors of any particular class), and �x
is the test vector which is a row vector of dimension 1×120.

αi is the weight of support vector obtained after training.

Here d is considered to be 1.

III. RELATED WORK ON HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF

SVM

Hardware implementations of SVMs have gained noticeable

interest in recent years, primarily because of the potential real-

time performance benefits they offer. Different efforts have

been made towards the design of efficient architectures for

SVM training and evaluation. Probably the first account of

a hardware design for an SVM system is found in [4], an

efficient implementation of a kernel based perception is shown

in fixed-point digital hardware. The performance of the pro-

posed hardware implementation with the results of a simulated

SVM with both fixed and floating point underlying math is

compared. Similar performance metrics is obtained among the

different models, and considered the hardware design a better

alternative due to the small amount of bits utilized for coding

and computation. In [5] the same authors have proposed a

digital architecture for nonlinear SVM learning. Its imple-

mentation on a field programmable gate array (FPGA) was

discussed, along with the evaluation of the quantization effects

on the training and testing errors. The authors established

that a minimum of 20 bits for individual coefficient coding

was required to maintain adequate performance. A different

approach has been proposed by Khan [6], who presented

an implementation of a digital SVM linear classifier using

logarithmic number systems (LNS). They used LNS in order to

transform the multiplication operations involved in evaluating

the decision function into addition computations, which is a

less consuming task. Their design was implemented into a

Xilinx FPGA Spartan3 XL3S50pq208-5 device. Their analysis

showed that the LNS hardware implementation had a classifi-

cation accuracy equivalent to a LNS software simulation and

to a floating point software implementation. Its performance

was equivalent to a 20-bit fixed-point implementation, as was

reported by Anguita, but the LNS version required 25% less

slices of the Xilinx FPGA. Recent studies with different data

sets have allowed these authors to conclude that even a 10-bit

LNS architecture was guaranteed to match the performance of

a double precision floating point alternative [7].
Most implementations have targeted either specific applica-

tions, or require a large amount of computational resources,

and thus are not suitable for general-purpose embedded en-

vironments. An attempt to design a massively parallel archi-

tecture to accelerate learning algorithms was also presented,

which utilized arrays of vector processing elements controlled

through a host CPU in SIMD fashion. The centralized nature

of the CPU, however, creates a bottleneck, emphasizing the

need for distributed control. An FPGA implementation uti-

lizing a Microblaze processor as a control unit and custom

hardware coprocessors to perform the SVM classification was

presented in [8]. The design was restricted to 8-dimensional

vectors, limiting the application space. An integrated vision

system for object detection and localization based on SVM

was presented in [9], however, the system offered limited

scalability. An analog custom processor was presented in

[10]. FPGA-based coprocessor for Support Vector Machine

training and classification in [11], their architecture uses

custom low arithmetic precision and is based on clusters of

vector processing elements that leverage the FPGA’s DSP. In

[12] they presented a new systematic approach based on the

concept of scalable effort hardware, for the design of efficient

hardware implementations for algorithms that demonstrate

inherent error resilience. Scalable effort design is based on the

identification of mechanisms at each level of design abstraction

(circuit, architecture and algorithm) that can be used to vary
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the computational effort expended towards generation of the

correct (exact) result. SVM implementations have also been

explored using embedded processors in [13] and [14].

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

Decision function of SVM for classification is given by

equation (8). The data flow of this computation is illustrated

in Figure 1.

• Kernel Function Calculation: In this calculation two ma-

trices (one is a test vector and another is support vector)

are multiplied and a row vector is the output

• In the next step αi and yi are multiplied separately.

• Multiplication of αi and yi is further multiplied by the

kernel function output, producing a scalar value.

• Now this scalar value is added with bias value to produce

the final value of the class for which calculation is done.

Figure 1. Data flow of proposed approach

The above calculation is done for each and every class. Test

Sample �x belongs to the class for which value of Decision

Function is maximum.

Table II
DIMENSIONS FOR DIFFERENT MATRICES

S
No

Class Test
Vector

Support
Vector

Kernel αiyi Decision
Function

1 Smile 1×120 120×24 1×24 1×1 1×1
2 Surprise 1×120 120×7 1×7 1×1 1×1
3 Sad 1×120 120×12 1×12 1×1 1×1
4 Anger 1×120 120×26 1×26 1×1 1×1
5 Disgust 1×120 120×36 1×36 1×1 1×1
6 Fear 1×120 120×87 1×87 1×1 1×1

A. Matrix Multiplication using Systolic Arrays

A systolic array is a computing network possessing [15]

with the following features: Systolic Arrays are regular arrays

of simple Processing Elements (PEs), where each processing

element in the array is identical. Systolic algorithm relies on

data from different directions arriving at PEs in the array

at regular intervals and being combined (This combination

may mean any computation like successive multiplication or

addition etc.). Systolic Arrays are the architectures preferably

used in the matrix multiplication operations. This chain of

PEs operates in a pipelined manner and can be expanded

vertically or horizontally with minor modifications to operate

in a systolic manner. Typical systolic array structure is shown

in Figure 2. Block diagram of our proposed systolic array

architecture is shown in Figure 3. Total number of support

vectors is 192. So we need 192 Processing elements (PEs). In

each PE we store one support vector, and its corresponding

alpha and class label values. Each support vector has 120

elements. Internal architecture of PEs is shown in Figure 4. In

each PE vector operation of SV and input vector is performed,

generating a scalar value, which is then multiplied with alpha

and class label, simultaneously input vector elements are

passed to next PE.

Figure 2. Systolic Array Classification based on Data I/O. (a) Linear array
with one-dimensional I/O. (b) Linear array with two-dimensional I/O. (c)
Planar array with Perimeter I/O. (d) Planar array with three-dimensional I/O,
offering planar data streams with area I/O. [16]

Figure 3. Block diagram of Systolic array implementation

All PEs gives 192 scalar values which are stored in registers.

Then class wise these values are added together along with

bias values, e.g. first 24 values are added together along

with first bias value. Then next 7 values are added together

along with second bias values and so on till sixth class. The

class which gives maximum value is the class of unknown

input vector. Then we perform partial reconfiguration. Partial

Reconfiguration is the ability to dynamically modify blocks of

logic by downloading partial bit files while the remaining logic

continues to operate without interruption. Partial Reconfigura-

tion enables system flexibility, perform more functions while

maintaining communication links. Other advantages are size

and cost Reduction, time-multiplex the hardware to require

a smaller FPGA and power reduction using shutting down

power-hungry tasks, when not needed. High Performances,

special purpose computer systems are typically used to meet

specific application requirements or to off-load computations

that are especially taxing to general-purpose computers.
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Figure 4. Internal architecture of PE

As hardware cost and size continue to drop and process-

ing requirements become well-understood in areas such as

signal processing and image processing, more special pur-

pose systems are being constructed. Because the knowledge

gained from individual experiences is neither accumulated

nor properly organized, the same errors are repeated. I/O

and computation imbalance is a notable example-often, the

fact that I/O interfaces cannot keep up with device speed is

discovered only after constructed a high speed, special-purpose

device.

B. Low Power Reconfiguration Strategy

Partial reconfiguration (PR) is the ability for a portion of

an FPGA to be reprogrammed while the remainder of the

system remains unchanged. A partial bit stream loads only a

portion of the design onto the FPGA rather than rewriting the

entire design. Partial reconfiguration is especially useful for

reprogramming a portion an FPGA during operation without

affecting the rest of the system. This practice is called dynamic

partial reconfiguration. Static partial reconfiguration refers to

reprogramming a portion of the FPGA while the rest of the

board is in a reset state [17]. Difference-based partial recon-

figuration is used to only make small changes in the FPGA

design. The generated bit stream only includes differences be-

tween designs. Difference-based partial reconfiguration allows

for faster reprogramming of the device since only the changes

must be rewritten, but it has limited applications as compared

to the module-based solution. Systolic array implementation of

SVM classifier is reconfigured as difference based approach. In

a system implementing module-based partial reconfiguration,

modules that are to be kept in continuous operation without the

capability of being partially reprogrammed are referred to as

static modules. One or more modules can be designated as the

partially reconfigurable module(s), which require additional

considerations in the design, synthesis, and implementation

stages. Specifically, a modular design flow must be used which

will synthesize and create separate bit streams for each of the

reconfigurable modules as well as a total system bit stream

including all of the static logic and one implementation of

each of the reconfigurable modules. Partial reconfiguration

can be implemented through a JTAG connection to a PC or

internally through custom logic or an on-board processor, such

as the embedded PowerPC in the Virtex II Pro FPGA. Partially

reprogramming the FPGA through internal circuitry, referred

to as self-reconfiguration, is a much more useful method of

partial reconfiguration since it eliminates the need for an

external PC. The partial bit streams are stored in memory and

are written to the Internal Configuration Access Port (ICAP)

of the FPGA in order to reconfigure the specified region of

the board with the new logic.

C. Reconfiguration Approach and Low Power Implication

Partial Reconfiguration of any design on FPGA leads to save

the area and power (both static and dynamic in most of the

cases). When design is implemented on FPGA, a particular

area is occupied by the logics and different components used

in the design. While performing Difference based approach

of PR for Systolic Array implementation of SVM Classifier,

routing of the nets is changed to reconfigure the particular

design on FPGA. This further produces new native circuit

description (ncd) file to further produce new bit streams. This

partial bitstream is actually the difference of the previous ncd

file and new ncd file. When new bit file is loaded to FPGA,

using different EDA tools, it is seen very frequently that power

(dynamic and static) is lowered than that of before.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND SYNTHESIS RESULTS

All Implementations are done for target device XILINX

6vlx240tff1156-2. Systolic array matrix multiplication is a

resource hungry approach because, in each step, a register

is required to store the intermediate data. Slices LUTs used

is 536 (in number), which can be justified because of large

number of registers usage. Also, since register contents are

toggling, hence number of LUTs with or without flip flops is

significantly large.
Table III

PRIMITIVE AND BLACK BOX USAGE

GND 1 MUXF7 104
INV 4 VCC 1

LUT1 31 XORCY 224
LUT2 196 FD 45
LUT3 11 FDE 192
LUT4 10 FDE_1 224
LUT5 86 BUFGP 1
LUT6 198 OBUF 224

MUXCY 261 DSP48E1 7

Table III shows the primitive and black box usage of LUTs,

DSP48s and clocks. Since output value travels to the end PE,

hence by table VIth, it can be seen that minimum period is sig-

nificantly large. Device utilization summary is given in Table

IV. Timing summary is given in Table V. Power Optimization

is done by using different EDA tools having input as native

circuit description files. On chip power summary is given

in Table VI. Without reconfiguration, ncd files are obtained

using implementation and synthesis tool of XILINX (ISE).

Some constraints have been added to produce the switching

activity file. These constraints then further be the cause of the

power reduction in the design after reconfiguration. Run Time

Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration is performed on the design

to produce comparison in the total power consumption, before

and after the strategy. The total power consumption is the sum
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of static power and dynamic power. Power result for Systolic

Array Implementation of SVM classifier is obtained by the

use of difference based PR terminology. In this terminology,

slice logic is changed i.e. routed differently than the original

design to partially reconfigure it. Also, some nets are changed

to produce new partial bit file, which is the difference of the

previous one and the current one. Power supply summary is

given in Table VII.
Table IV

DEVICE UTILIZATION SUMMARY

Device: XILINX
6vlx240tff1156-2

Utilized Available Percentage
Utilization

Number of Slice Registers 461 301440 0.15%
Number of Slice LUTs 536 150720 0.35%
Number of LUT- Flip Flop Pairs
with an unused Flip Flop

289 750 38%

Number of LUT- Flip Flop Pairs
with an unused LUT

214 750 28%

Number of LUT- Flip Flop Pairs
with fully used LUT-FF

247 750 32%

Number of IOBs 225 600 37%
Number of BUFG/BUFCTRLs 1 32 3%
Number of DSP48E1s 7 768 0.91%

Table V
TIMING SUMMARY

Period / Delay Time (ns)
Minimum Period 6.844 ns
Maximum output required time after clock 0.654 ns

Table VI
ON-CHIP POWER SUMMARY

On-Chip Power before
Reconfiguration

(mW)

Power after
Reconfiguration (mW)

Clock 3.57 3.57
Logic 2.96 2.96

Signals 2.03 2.03
I/Os 0.18 0.18

DSPs 1.69 1.69
Leakage 1942.17 1921.73

Table VII
POWER COSUMPTION SUMMARY

Power (W) Total (W) Dynamic
(W)

Quiescent
(W)

Before
Reconfiguration

2.042 0.010 2.031

After Reconfiguration 2.021 0.010 2.011

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

SVMs exhibit high classification accuracy for different

training sets and good generalization performance on data that

is highly variable and difficult to separate, making them par-

ticularly suitable for expression recognition. Initially hardware

description is written for implementation of SVM Classifier.

Synthesis result for the design is obtained to have a look

in the utilization percentage for different logic circuits and

slices etc. on FPGA. Partial Reconfiguration of FPGA device

(target board 6vlx240tff1156-2) is then performed. Difference

based technique is used to perform partial reconfiguration

for Systolic Array implementation of SVM Classifier. Power

consumption (static and dynamic) is then evaluated before and

after reconfiguration of the design. Power reduction up to 3 to

5 percent has been observed by using XILINX power analyzer

EDA tool, due to Reconfiguration of the device. The goal of

the technique has been to achieve power reduction due to PR.

Hence, metric used for optimization was power. Area and Time

also could be a metric for the designs to be performed. In the

SVM classification domain, different kernel functions can be

used to enhance the accuracy for test samples given for all

the facial expressions. Also to perform matrix multiplication

operation, faster and efficient methods could be explored in

spite of Systolic Array approach. We are modifying the work

using module based partial reconfiguration to achieve more

power reduction.
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